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Where Are We Heading?
1. The world is in greater turmoil than ever? Refugees
are on an unprecedented scale, hundreds of people losing
their lives in Saudi Arabia, the nonsense, dangerous deal
with Iran, Russia’s new intervention in Syria etc. – where is
this leading to? What is going to happen next?
The Syrian refugee issue is now the biggest in History!
It is heart-breaking to see the desperation of families but
particularly the desperation of woman and their children
trying to survive the cruel distances – for many a march to nowhere!
2. So whilst Europe is in a quandary trying to cope – Saudi Arabia, Turkey and Iran
are saying no to refugees. Isn’t this amazing? Why isn’t this reported more? The fact is
that all the refugees fleeing war zones could be accommodated in the neighbouring Arab
world! Saudi Arabia alone has the land with resources and lies in the middle of the crisis!
There is every reason of course to be deeply concerned about the reported infiltration
of extremist people. With the European country borders only now starting to undertake
proper screening, the humanitarian crisis has been an ‘Allah sent’ “Highway for extreme
Jihadists!”
3. Israel has an amazing compassionate heart for people in need. It has already sent
assistance teams to the refugee crisis areas. Israel is almost always the first on the scene
of any world catastrophe. For instance an Israeli Team was the first outside team to assist
NZ in the Christchurch earthquake! It cannot absorb the current refugees because it is
accommodating hundreds of Aliyah Immigrants every month. Did you look at the Front
page of the International pages and note the joy and hope on the faces of the continuous
plane loads of people making Aliyah compared to the look of hopelessness of the
refugees!
Where is this leading to? The underlying issue in the Arab world is a fight between
Shias and Sunnis and their extreme interpretation of the Sharia law and they seem to have
no worry about slaughtering each other!
But the new and hugely concerning issue is the Russian (state approved) move to send
‘large quantities of weaponry to Syria. This is ostensibly to support the Syrian dictator
Assad but mostly to establish Russia as the dominant player in the region. Putin at a
recent speech at the UN made it all but clear he will be there to stay! And where is
America in the future – thanks to Obama out of the Middle East!
So can we biblically now see how the Gog Magog war of Ezekiel 38/39 has been
greatly advanced.

“Quick Studies on Prophecies”
You will have seen and I trust read carefully the studies on ‘End Time’ Prophecies.
This is a subject area i.e. Eschatology that I have studied all my Christian Life. I believe
with all my heart that God is not only wanting our attention about the days in which we
live but says there is a special blessing for us to do so! Rev. Ch1:3 reads “Blessed is the
one who reads aloud the words of this prophecy, and blessed are those who hear it and
take to heart what is written in it, because the time is near.” Did you note the urgency
“because the time in near”?

I have now compiled 10 of these studies in an A4 size folder. For the cost of
$20 to cover cost of compilation and huge postage costs, we will send you that
folder upon your request. It is also a small fundraiser for Christians for Israel.

NZ “Pro-Israel Ministries” Meeting in October”
The annual meeting will be held this year on Monday 19th October 2015. Christians
for Israel NZ will once again host the meeting at the Christian Ministry Centre in Church
St, Onehunga, Auckland.
May we ask for your strong prayer for this meeting that it will glorify God, strengthen
our fellowship and make clear the Ministry emphasis that is needed in NZ.
A report on the meeting outcomes will be in the next edition.

Order Now

Leaving a Legacy
We have never raised this subject before. One reason is that it is three years since
Henk Kamsteeg died and we wanted to demonstrate the Ministry has progressed strongly
through that time and will continue to do so in the future.
Ÿ So we can offer to you now an investment that will have great influence and will
be everlasting?

May we send you a pamphlet for your consideration? It is a ‘Form of
Bequest’ that would be suitable to share with your legal advisor.
God richly bless you in Jesus name as you consider this important matter.
Ÿ

How Can We Do Better in Our Praying
At our most recent Christians for Israel NZ
board meeting, we all agreed that Prayer support
for the ministry i.e. decision making by the
executive, compiling and sending the Israel &
Christians Today paper worldwide and perhaps
most importantly praying for our readers and in
turn giving them the ‘needs’ to pray about was
more critical than ever.
We have tried several avenues to increase our
Prayer but most have not been suitable for various
reasons. However we have been greatly blessed
and therefore know you have been praying! Thank
you praying partners, nothing is more important
than Prayer!

We have a new initiative to share. Rather than leave the Prayer Topics to
appear only in these pages, that we send a ‘Prayer Bulletin’ at any time to
anyone or any group who would wish to receive them!
All you need to do is to confirm your involvement by an e-mail. Thank you in
anticipation.

New Book – “Why Jerusalem” by Willem
Glashouwer is now available for sale in NZ
This excellent book by Christians for Israel International
President Willem Glashouwer completes his book Trilogy of
‘Why Israel’, ‘Why End Times’ and now ‘Why Jerusalem.’ I
personally think it is a must read for everyone. The price of
$25.00 includes postage and is a nett cost of the publication!

Meet the Team - Cathy Eksteen
Whenever you ring the office in Auckland you
will meet Cathy and be charmed by her personality,
knowledge and outstanding communication skills.
Cathy is a highly qualified, multi gifted person.
Her past careers include Office Management, Sales,
Marketing and Real Estate.
She is blessed with a great sense of humour and
relates easily to people of all ages and is a person of
the highest integrity.
Cathy lives in Auckland (ex South Africa) with
husband Johan. They have 2 beautiful children, Brian
11 and Shayna 9.

2016 ISRAEL CALENDAR

PRODUCED BY
ANNA PICKETT

Calendar includes NZ public holidays and Hebrew Calendar
Biblical feast days and verses throughout the calendar
Cost: $20 for 1, $35 for 2 or $50 for 3
Phone your order to 07 863 6973 or email Anna: annascalendars@slingshot.co.nz

P/A to Graeme Lee
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What’s the World Coming to?

By Pastor Dr. Brian Hughes

On the plus side, one recent event is very significant for New Zealand, he says. The
200th anniversary of Samuel Marsden’s first sermon on Christmas day 2014 was
extremely important. It wasn't just about remembering the gospel’s arrival in New
Zealand. More importantly, it was a counter to the increasing revisionist history being
promulgated in New Zealand which fails to tell of the very important contribution of the
missionaries and their teaching of the Word of God, to the Maori People.
“Secularists over the past 10 years have been trying to tell us that New Zealand is a
secular country,” he says. “The bicentenary told history as it really occurred. It reminded
people of the truth. It got rid of revisionist history.”

Pastor Hughes says the danger of revision of History to a secular version
must be understood. Secularism is a ‘religion’ or belief system. It means
holding faith in man and not in God and, as such, leads to anti-Semitism.

Throughout 2014, international terrorist threats increased exponentially
and anti-Semitism, is running rampant in Europe and is now being exported to
Australia, Canada, the USA and elsewhere. The most flagrant example of
ruthless and inhumane terrorism ever seen in the developed world has been
manifested by the ISIS group which claims to have established by force Muslim
caliphate in Syria and Iraq. What is the church’s answer to all this? Pastor Brian
Hughes, of Calvary chapel in Glenfield, Auckland is not complacent in the face
of the unprecedented range of events experienced during the past year, and
believes that people need to stand up for their beliefs. “I think a quote from
Martin Luther King sums up what's going on today. In the end, we will
remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our friends.”
Pastor Hughes says people are fearful of Islam and many other things. New
Zealanders, in the Nativity, tend to think and hope they'll be insulated from what is going
on overseas. But Islam has a strategic plan to take over the world. On February 23, 2015
the New Zealand Herald reported that a Somali Muslim terrorist group, Al shabaab, has
declared it will target Westfield malls worldwide. New Zealand has 9 such malls. This
indicates that New Zealand is not immune. He says the confluence of events with Bible
prophecy really is happening; there are signs Christians should be noting.
“Jesus listed all the catastrophes that would assail the world in the end days, but
emphasized that is the time was ‘not yet.’ However, we are clearly getting to that point.
“Any student of Biblical prophecy will note the problem of anti-Semitism in the
world- it has been around since 400 BC, but now Jews are fleeing Europe in huge
numbers, driven out by anti-Semitism. Biblical prophecy is unfolding before our eyes it's happening faster and faster.”

Pastor Hughes says we need to be concerned, to care about what is
happening in the world and to the Jews and the Nations, because God cares.
New Zealand will not be insulated from the trouble to come.
“The church has, to some degree, become about individuals and we are focused on our
comfort, so we're missing the signs. For some, the focus is more on man than on God!
We need to get back to the Bible. We will not recognise the counterfeit - false signs, false
messiahs, false teaching - unless we read the Bible.”

The church New Zealand is standing unified in the face of increased opposition, much
more than the average parishioner realises. National church leaders get together twice a
year formally and more often informally, and “We get along really well. We agree on the
essentials of the Bible.”
But we are being distracted from the core thing, he says. Focusing on the rise in
terrorism, on the rise in anti-Semitism, on the geopolitics of the Middle East and USA, on
the arms race in Iran…. these things are all distractions from the necessary focus of all
Christians, which must be on Jesus Christ and the God who sent Him to die on the cross
so that we could live.
Yes, God is interested in Israel, and He weeps over the wickedness of men, but we, the
church are called to glorify God, not spend valuable time being intrigued by what Satan is
doing.

“People tend to blame God for what is happening in the world today,” says
Pastor Hughes. The well-known Bible teacher, Chuck Missler says that
throughout scripture it was hearing that brought faith. It was the eye - as in
the case of Adam and Eve seeing and coveting the forbidden fruit - that
brought sin. That is part of the problem with the world today. We spend time
looking at what Satan is doing, instead of hearing what the Word of God is
saying. Satan Plays us like puppets, collectively and individually.
“We need to turn our eyes back to Jesus, and, as we spend time with Him, we begin to
love as He does. If the Church manifested that love, the world would be saved!”
Pastor Hughes says there are three important discipleship steps in reaching that goal.
The first is abiding in Jesus, while still living in the world (John 8:31); secondly, loving
like Jesus does (John 13:35); and thirdly, ultimately glorifying God in all we do (John
15:8).
“In the end we need to glorify the Father by bearing fruit - that fruit is love for the
Father. Love is the key!”
There are only two offensive weapons in the Bible, he says. These are the Word of
God and prayer: “My question is: Are you using these weapons or are they sitting on
the shelf?”
Pastor Dr. Brian Hughes arrived in New Zealand in March 1998, planted the Calvary Chapel in July 1998
and has been the Chapel’s Pastor ever since. He married Kathy 29 May 1976, and have two children - Son,
Aaron Hughes, who is the International Operations Director for Christian Surfers Int., and daughter Lauren
Woodcock, who is the mother to three beautiful daughters.

Quick Study on The Second Coming

By Graeme Lee

1. Introduction
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Most wonderful subject
Most wonderful reality
Mentioned 318 times in the New Testament
Mentioned primarily by the Lord himself
But why is the Second Coming almost never heard from the pulpit today?

2. Why is there any hesitancy?
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Because it involves `End time Scenarios' which repels many Christians
Because it is the subject of much derision in our humanist society
Because it is easier to leave it to God's future plans
Because in our hearts we are not really sure

3. What does Jesus say about his return?
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Matthew 24/25
Matthew 24:30 Jesus says it will happen!
Characteristics of the world at that time are described as:
ž V.4 Time of deception
ž V.7 Wars between nations
ž V.21 Time of great distress
ž V.24 Time of False teaching
ž V.29 Dramatic changes to the Heavenly bodies.
ž V.36 However the actual Day and hour is not known!
ž Be aware of the signs but don't speculate!

4. What does Jesus say about that moment of his return?
Matthew 24:30
ž V.30 `Sign' will appear in the sky All the earth will see it
Ÿ All the earth will `mourn’
Ÿ Comes with power and great glory `Warrior' Angels will be present.
Ÿ A loud trumpet will be sounded
Ÿ

5. But is there more than one 'Second Coming?
The Rapture or 'Harpazo'
Ready 1 Thess. 4: 16/17
Characteristics of the Rapture:
ž Lord himself will come down
ž Trumpet Call of God
ž Meeting in the Air
ž Very sudden/unexpected
Ÿ Some differing views ž The rapture will happen and can take place at any time now (the resultant chaos
would see the Anti Christ emerge)
ž The rapture will happen after the Anti Christ has been revealed - say just prior to
the 7 year treaty with Israel.
ž There is no rapture because Jesus’ full return to earth is called the Second
Coming!
ž That the rapture and the Second Coming (i.e. standing on the Mount of Olives)
are one and the self same thing.
Ÿ How should we respond to these differing views?
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

6. What is our response to this incredible event soon to happen?
Jesus speaks to us throughout the Parables.
ž Ten Virgins Matthew 25: 1-13
ž Talents Matthew 25: 14-30
ž Sheep and Goats Matthew 25: 31-46
ž We are to be ready!
ž Rewards if we do/loss if we don't!
Ÿ Jesus wants to find us on that great day:
ž Clothed in the armour of God
ž Ready
ž Watching
ž Evangelising the unevangelised
ž Looking after the needy
ž 'Maranatha' -The Lord is coming!
Ÿ
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Zion, the Time to Favour Her Has Come!
By Bradley Antolovich, International Director For Zion’s Sake Ministries

In March, Christians for Israel New
Zealand arranged to work with “For Zion’s
sake” as a national project. We were greatly
encouraged to find out that “For Zion’s sake”
Ministry assists immigrants and undertakes
general humanitarian work. We believe that
this was an excellent partnership and means
to helping Aliyah people get re-established
in Israel. We recently visited their premises
in May 2015. We would encourage support
from all people for this ministry.
‘You shall arise, and have mercy on Zion: for the time to favor her, yes, the set time, is
come.’ Psalm 102:13
Surely in our time with the re-establishment of the Jewish homeland on May 14th,
1948, the time to favor Zion has also come in our time as well! However for many years
as a bible believing, church attending Christian, I was blind to the signs of God’s favor
towards Zion and I certainly did not understand the full meaning of God’s mercy upon
Zion, although I endeavored to study the scriptures on a daily basis as I earnestly sought
to follow the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
It wasn’t until an unlikely encounter at the Christ Church in Jerusalem in 1990 where I
met and befriended a pastor from New Zealand by the name of Murray Dixon. I had been
volunteering on Kibutz Elot in the southern Negev for 6 months and decided to visit
Jerusalem for the first time. One Sunday morning, I stumbled into the Christ Church
compound and decided to attend the morning service. Although not being an Anglican
and quite fearful of denominational names, it was there that I met Murray for the first
time. Murray was there leading a prayer from NZ along with his wife Rosemary. (Murray
Dixon would years later become the Rector of Christ Church in Jerusalem from 20002008).
As we began an engaging conversation on the topic of God’s plan for the Church
concerning Israel and the Jewish people, I marveled at Murray’s vast knowledge of the
scripture and with his kind and gentle demeanor as he explained to me Romans 11,

“I say then, have they stumbled (The Jews) that they should fall? God forbid:
but rather through their fall salvation is come unto the Gentiles, for to provoke
them to jealousy.” (Romans 11:11)
I finally understood that God blinded the Jews temporarily to their Messiah for the
Salvation of the Gentiles! They (The Jews) were cut off so we could be grafted in… But
we as Christians also have a biblical mandate in return to provoke blinded Israel to
jealousy. Not with a gun pointed at them, forcing them to convert, but as Jesus (Yeshua)
Himself demonstrated on the cross during His last prayer of intercession. With His last
breath He cried: “Father forgive them for they know not what they do.” Sadly I was never
taught this in my American non-denominational church, though they claimed to love
Israel and make yearly pilgrimages there. The truth of God’s plan for Israel was hidden
from me.
It was then that my eyes began to open and things finally made sense as a Christian
who felt drawn to Israel! At the end of our long discussion, Murray handed me a copy of
his new book, ‘The Rebirth and Restoration of Israel’ and we said goodbye. I then went

Symbolic Foods for Yom Kippur
Yom Kippur (The Day of Atonement) is, essentially, our last chance to demonstrate
repentance so God will seal us in the Book of Life in the upcoming year. As repentance
is the theme of the day, Yom Kippur is a day of reflection, prayer and fasting (Lev2327) with the goal of cleansing ourselves of sins. Prayer services on Yom Kippur are
lengthy and solemn, and a 25-hour fast is kept.
This holiday requires fasting for 25 hours, so no food is actually eaten during Yom
Kippur. However, Jewish law states that a big, hearty meal should be eaten just before
sundown signaling the beginning of Yom Kippur. This is both for celebration and to
help sustain people for the fast ahead.
Ÿ The Yom Kippur feast should begin with the symbolic breaking of challah bread,
followed by an appetizer. Chicken soup with matzah balls is one common
traditional Yom Kippur food, but vegetable or fruit platters can also be used.
Ÿ Main dishes for Yom Kippur are often turkey or chicken. Beef brisket is also a
common food for this holiday.
Ÿ One of the most common side dishes for a traditional Yom Kippur feast is kugel.
Different cooks make this casserole type dish different ways. It can contain noodles,
potatoes, vegetables or cheese. Other traditional foods for Yom Kippur side dishes
include sweet potatoes, carrots and green beans.
Ÿ For anyone that still has room after all this, a typical dessert for Yom Kippur can
be honey cake or kugel made a different way. Some kugel resembles custard and
can contain any combination of sugar, cinnamon, raisins, or sliced fruit.

back to the Petra Youth Hostile in the old city where I was staying at the time and literally
devoured the book from cover to cover… Murray’s book had such an impact on my life
that it would become a foundational stone in my understanding of God’s plan for the
Church towards Israel in the last days. Here are just some of the questions I was able to
finally answer…
Israel is the most hated nation on the planet and the Jewish people are the most
consistently persecuted in all of history 'ancient and modern'. Why? Can the Church
afford to pursue its historically notorious treatment of the Jews and the nation of
Israel? Jesus is Jewish and so are the roots of the Christian faith. Why is that
significant? No nation, ever, has been regathered from worldwide dispersion to its
ancient homeland, and speaking its ancient language, except Israel. And that, only,
after man's most hideous crime, to attempt to exterminate them. Why? Is this an issue
that Christians can ignore?
I now consider myself a Zionist Christian. I also believe that God is a Zionist because
He loves and chose Zion to place His name there forever! And this is the very place that
He chose as the altar upon which The Lamb of God would be sacrificed, His only
begotten Son. Upon this chosen ground Holy Blood was poured out for the forgiveness of
our sins - FOREVER! That is why it is called the “Holy Land”.

“For the LORD has chosen Zion; he has desired it for his habitation. This is
my rest for ever: here will I dwell; for I have desired it.” Psalm 132:13-14
And because of my understanding of God’s eternal love for Zion and His unwavering
faithfulness to the Jewish people throughout every generation we established For Zion’s
Sake Ministries in 2001.

“For Zion's sake I will not keep silent, and for Jerusalem's sake I will not
keep quiet, until her righteousness goes forth like brightness, and her salvation
like a torch that is burning.” Isaiah 62:1
For Zion’s Sake Ministries (FZS) is established in Jerusalem to serve within the
Jewish, Christian and Arab communities in Israel by providing Humanitarian Aid for New
Immigrants, Holocaust Survivors, Terror Victims, and Wounded Soldiers, Bedouins,
Gypsies and those in need the Lord brings our way. Our vision is simply, to proclaim the
Good News of Yeshua while blessing Israel’s poor and most needy with the humanitarian
aid and finances that we receive from other ministries like Christians for Israel NZ.
Our FZS warehouse center in Jerusalem is the hub for our outreach ministry and
clothing distribution continues to be the main focus of our aid outreach.
First, the warehouse is able to receive large 40 ft. shipping containers where we can
both sort and store the aid that is given for distribution. The warehouse also provides a
safe and secure environment for interaction with those who come to us for assistance. The
facility also serves as a meeting place for our FZS congregation which meets every
Tuesday and Friday evening to pray, worship and study God’s Word. The warehouse also
provides space enough for our administration offices, service kitchen for hot meals for our
staff.
FZS is also involved in global disaster relief efforts, bringing humanitarian aid to
places such as Beslan, Vladikavkaz after School #1 massacre of 2004, Myanmar after the
earthquake in 2009, Philippines after Typhon Yolanda in 2013 and most recently after the
devastating earthquake in Nepal in this year.
We would like to thank all of our friends at Christians for Israel NZ for your faithful
prayers and support towards For Zion’s Sake Ministries.

Warm Israeli Couscous and Roasted Vegetable Salad
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup Israeli Couscous (aka Pearl couscous)
2 teaspoons honey
1 Tablespoon extra virgin olive oil
1 Tablespoon apple cider vinegar
Pinch freshly ground black pepper
1 teaspoon sea salt
3 cups roasted vegetables

1. Bring 1¼ cups of water to a boil in a small
saucepan. Add the couscous and stir well. Cover,
turn the heat to low and let simmer for 8 minutes.
Drain and place in a large bowl.
2. Meanwhile, whisk together the honey, oil,
vinegar, pepper, and salt to form a smooth dressing.
3. Add the roasted vegetables to the couscous bowl.
Drizzle the dressing over the top and toss well to
coat. Serve warm or at room temperature.

Yom Kippur information sourced from www.mademan.com
Recipe sourced from The Wanderlust Kitchen

ISRAEL
FOCUS GROUP
www.israelfocusgroup.co.nz

Biblical Covenants

By John Dunning, Director of Inspirational Media, New Zealand

Have you ever wondered why some churches support Israel while others don’t?
Why do some churches tell their members to “tithe”, whilst others leave any
giving to freewill donations? Why do some churches meet on Sunday while
others meet on Saturday or even on Friday night? Why do some marry
divorcees and others don’t? Why do some churches “christen” babies whilst
others only “baptise” believers?
Something needs examining, and David Pawson explains that the answer is a
misunderstanding of Covenants, so he looks at those Bible covenants to explain just
where this mis-understanding exists, and he does that, by explaining ‘why’, in an
important series on Covenants.
Christians need to be provided with an understanding of how God set about solving
the problem of a rebellious creation.
David Pawson’s teaching on Covenants is important as it helps us to understand how
to read the Bible. It’s well worth watching David’s DVDs. They explain which of the five
main Biblical Covenants still apply, and which one was completed at the cross.
There is a practical outworking of how we understand Biblical Covenants.
Let’s take, as an example, the practice of “Christening”, where orthodox churches
usually moisten a babie’s head with a drop of water.
“Christening”, I was taught, is ‘baptism”. I was taught that as God told the Israelites
to circumcise babies, now therefore in the New Covenant, circumcision should be
replaced with “christening”.

The problem with that argument is, that the old covenant being quoted had been
completed at the cross, when God tore the Temple curtain in half, during the crucifixion
of our Lord. The way to God was changed at the cross. In regard to that, David Pawson
looks at the New Covenant as the fifth of the major Covenants, being the one which was
brought in by Jesus. Jesus had His own “New Commandment” that went with His New
Covenant. Peter, in Acts 2:38 tells us more about that New Covenant. Most of those he
was talking to in Jerusalem then would have been circumcised but it wasn’t going to help
them now, as they were told that now they had to start the journey by repenting, being
baptised, and then by receiving the Holy Spirit, just as Jesus taught the disciples to do.
It’s not just the orthodox or established churches who try to hang on to the former
covenants but those free churches who say that members must keep the bits which they
say – like the old “tithing” law. Paul in 2 Corinthians 9:7 says “Giving” is “no longer
under compulsion”, and that it is now by deciding in your own heart how much you will
give, cheerfully.
Well, that was revolutionary… Up until then, the tithing tax was used by the priests
for the poor, the widows, and the orphans; and a Temple tax was used for temple
maintenance as it was the ONLY place in the world, at that time, where God’s Spirit was
in residence, and even there, in a small part called the Holy of Holies. The Temple was
the ONLY place you could make a sin offering.
All of the above can be better understood by watching David Pawson’s Biblical
Covenants.
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